Laser effects on cellular adhesion and influence on the interrelation between HeLa S3 and human diploid cells.
The interactions between HeLa S3 tumoral cells and human fibroblasts after nitrogen-laser irradiation (337.1 nm) have been studied by using an in vitro cell invasion model. For the quantitative and morphological evaluation of nitrogen-laser radiation action upon tumoral adhesion to the fibroblast monostrate, we used: a) 3H-thymidine labelling of HeLa S3 tumoral cells; b) morphological modifications studies by phase contrast and scanning electron microscopy. The results emphasized the following aspects: 1. In non-irradiated cell cultures we noticed three interaction stages: adhesion, tumoral spreading and displacement with fibroblasts destruction; on the other side, we found a reduced adhesion to non-irradiated human fibroblasts of laser irradiated tumoral cells. 2. Significant percent increasing of non-irradiated tumoral cells adhesion to fibroblast monostrate, irradiated with various laser fluences (e.g. 0.2 kJ/m2--48.1%; 0.8 kJ/m2--63.8% and for 1.6 kJ/m2--79.5%). This phenomenon evidenced the close interrelation between irradiation fluences and tumoral adhesion rates. 3. The importance of numerical ratio between tumoral cells and fibroblasts in tumoral adhesion and invasion processes (e.g. ratio 1:10 tumoral adhesion reached 8.1%; in 1:5--25.9%; in 1:1--59.4% and for 2:1--83.9%). 4. Marked cytotoxic effects for both cell types after exposure to high and very high laser fluences (1.6--6.4 kJ/m2). Our results emphasize near UV-laser irradiation effects upon some of tumoral adhesion and invasion mechanisms and demonstrate the interrelations between cell populations manifesting a different vital potential.